correlation study of anti-mullerian hormone values on two automated assays (elecsys and access) reduces the constraint for individualized dosing with rekovelle using the algorithm
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abstract

introduction: a mixed protocol of menopur and rekovelle (marcs study) was used to increase the number of utilizable blastocysts on day 5 and day 6 of embryo culture without increasing ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (ohss). an original algorithm was developed to individualize gonadotropin dosing based on elecsys amh value. the questions are: do amh values correlate between elecsys and access ii? can we use the values of amh measured by access ii assay to individualize rekovelle dosing?

methods: we collected serum samples to compare amh values obtained with two automated immunoassays (elecsys from roche and access ii from beckman coulter). this comparison was done at two sites: olive fertility centre (48 patients) and ovo clinic (17 patients). these two sites quantified amh in house on access ii and sent their samples to creete fertility centre’s laboratory to quantify amh on elecsys. statistical analysis was performed using the graphpad prism software, version 5.04, la jolla, california usa.

results: strong correlation was found between the access ii and elecsys assays carried out at olive fertility centre and creete lab, and ovo labo and creete lab, respectively.

conclusions: we observed a strong correlation between the results of the elecsys and the access ii assays for amh quantification.

objective

the aim of the study was to compare the amh values measured by two automated assays: elecsys from roche and access ii from beckman coulter.

methods

serum samples were collected to perform analysis of amh values at two sites: ovo clinic (17 patients) and olive fertility centre (48 patients).

all samples were collected, aliquoted and sent out to be analysed on elecsys at creete lab. the amh analysis on access ii was performed respectively at ovo clinic for 17 patients and at olive fertility centre for 48 patients. all amh values were compared between the two automated assays.

statistics

statistical analysis was performed using graphpad prism. we performed pearson correlation between the amh values obtained by elecsys and access ii.

results

figures 1 and 2 show a strong correlation between elecsys (values from creete lab) and access ii performed respectively on 17 patients at ovo labo (r2 = 0.9508, p < 0.0001, and pearson r = 0.9751, p < 0.0001) and 48 patients at olive fertility centre (r2 = 0.9300, p < 0.0001, and pearson r = 0.9644, p < 0.0001).

conclusions

in this study, we observed a strong correlation between the amh values obtained by elecsys and access ii assays. we concluded that we could use access ii amh values to individualize rekovelle dosing similar to elecsys amh values.
Serum samples were collected to perform analysis of AMH values at two sites: ovo clinic (17 patients) and Olive Fertility Centre (48 patients).

All samples were collected, aliquoted and sent out to be analysed on Elecsys at CReATe Lab. The AMH analysis on Access II was performed respectively at ovo clinic for 17 patients and at Olive Fertility Centre for 48 patients. All AMH values were compared between the two automated assays.